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Abstract
Position-based routing algorithms for mobile ad hoc networks utilize the position or location
of the destination node to inform routing decisions. We consider the problem of routing in
an ad hoc network where the source node knows the approximate position of the destination
node, but is uncertain about its exact current location. We investigate two approaches to this
problem: one, based on a traversal of the faces of a planar sub-graph of the graph representing
the network, and the second, based on flooding a limited area of the graph that represents the
region the destination is likely to be found. We propose several variants of both approaches,
and do extensive simulations to analyze the performance of the algorithms. Our results indicate
that a simple modification of the basic flooding approach yields the best trade-off for optimizing
delivery rate, stretch factor, as well as transmission cost. If however, delivery is required to
be guaranteed, then a variant of the face tree approach in [1] that we propose has the best
performance.

Keywords: Wireless networks, ad hoc networks, MANET, routing, geocasting, face traversal,
flooding, greedy routing.
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Introduction

Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) have been the subject of intensive research in the last few years.
A MANET is characterized by the lack of fixed network infrastructure. Hosts in the network can be
mobile, and can communicate using wireless broadcasts with other hosts within their transmission
range. Since all hosts may not be within the transmission range of each other, a protocol for
multi-hop routing is required to ensure communication between any two hosts in a MANET. In
general, the routing protocol cannot make any assumptions about the topology of the network, and
so, mobile hosts have to build and update their routing tables automatically. If no assumption can
be made about the location of the hosts in the network, routing protocols use a type of flooding of
the network by control packets to obtain information about the network topology and to guarantee
the delivery of messages [2, 3].
Clearly, flooding and frequent updates of the routing tables in a MANET are very resourceintensive operations. To reduce the amount of control traffic in MANETs, several authors have
proposed the use of host location information [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. We refer to the problem of routing
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from a source node s to a destination node d at position p by Route(s, d, p). Algorithms that solve
this problem are often called position-based routing algorithms. A survey of such algorithms can
be found in [9]. In such algorithms, every node in the network is assumed to know the locations
of itself and its neighbors. In addition, the position of the destination host is known to the source
node, and is made available in the packet header. These algorithms limit the extent of flooding,
but generally do not guarantee delivery. For instance, there are several scenarios where greedy
routing [10], compass routing [11], or their combination are known to fail. One position-based
algorithm that does guarantee delivery in a MANET is face routing, in which a planar sub-graph
of the network is constructed locally, after which routing is performed using the right-hand rule to
traverse those faces of the planar subgraph which are intersected by the line segment connecting
the source to the destination [11]. Face routing can sometimes lead to very long paths in the graph.
Bose et al. [12] propose a combination of greedy and face routing called GFG (also proposed by [6]
as the GPSR routing protocol) that guarantees delivery of packets at the same time as reducing
the length of paths.
All the routing algorithms above assume the use of exact location information about the destination node. This information can be obtained using a location service [13], or from messages
previously received from the destination. But in both these cases, there can be inaccuracies in the
position information. In the presence of such inaccuracies, the routing algorithm may have reduced
rate of delivery. In particular, face routing can no longer guarantee delivery.
In this paper, we assume that the source node s knows the destination node d’s position (x0 , y0 )
at time t0 , but is interested in sending a packet to d at time t1 where t1 > t0 . If the maximum
velocity of node d is v units per second, then the position of d at time t1 is a point inside the
circle with center (x0 , y0 ) and radius v(t1 − t0 ) units. This motivates the problem of routing
with uncertainty in the position of the destination. Instead of routing to a specific destination
at a known position (x, y), we are interested in routing to a specific destination whose position is
somewhere inside a circle with known center and radius. We refer to the problem of routing from
a source node s to a destination node d contained in the circle of radius r centered at position p as
Route-U(s, d, p, r) and r as the uncertainty radius.

Related work
An obvious approach to solve Route-U(s, d, p, r) is to use an algorithm to perform Route(s, d, p),
with an augmentation to stop if the destination node is found anywhere enroute. Since the destination may no longer be at position p, and may not be encountered enroute to the position p,
the message may not be delivered. A second approach would be to ignore the imprecise location
information and simply flood the entire network, but as stated above, this is resource-inefficient.
The problem of routing with uncertainty in the position of the destination is similar to, and
is subsumed by, the problem of geocasting, where the objective is to route to all nodes in a given
geographical region. Such an application may be especially relevant to sensor networks, where it
may be necessary to broadcast a message to all nodes in a specific geographical area. In [14], the
authors use a form of directed flooding, where packets are only forwarded in a rectangular zone
defined as the smallest such region containing both the source and the geocast region. The authors
of [15] give an algorithm which consists of reaching a node q contained in the circle with radius
r centered at p, and then flooding all nodes contained in the circle. This approach also does not
guarantee delivery, since it is possible that every path from q to d contains nodes outside the circle
to which flooding is limited. See Figure 1 for an illustration of this phenomenon.
In [16], an algorithm that performs a traversal of a planar graph in O(n2 ) steps is given. The
algorithm is based on constructing and traversing a tree of the faces of the planar graph. This
was improved in [1], to an algorithm that can be used for geocasting with guaranteed delivery in a
MANET in O(n log n) steps [5]. An important point to note is that these algorithms are memoryless,
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Figure 1: An example where flooding within the uncertainty circle fails
that is, no routing state needs to be stored at nodes, and no additional information needs to be
carried in the packet. Recently, Stojmenovic [17] gives two additional algorithms for geocast that
guarantee delivery. The first algorithm is essentially flooding inside the circle, augmented by face
traversals initiated by inside border nodes; this approach was also outlined in [15]. In the second
algorithm, the packet is sent simultaneously to a grid of points just outside the circle, which then
initiate a flooding inside the circle.

Our contributions
In this paper, we investigate the performance of flooding-based and face-tree traversal-based approaches to the problem of routing with uncertainty. To this end, we propose several variants of
both the basic flooding and the face tree traversal algorithm given in [1, 5]. Based on their memory requirements, we classify the algorithms into memoryless, constant memory and non-constant
memory. The memoryless algorithms do not maintain any routing state at the nodes. The constant
memory algorithms require constant amount of memory at every node for maintaining routing state.
The non-constant memory algorithms require non-constant memory for the routing state at every
node. In all algorithms, we assume that we are allowed to include O(log n) bits of information in
the header of the packet for routing purposes.
We study the effect of the number of nodes and the size of the uncertainty radius on the delivery
rate, stretch factor, and the transmission cost of the algorithms. The delivery rate is the percentage
of packets that get transmitted successfully to the destination. The stretch factor is the number
of hops taken by a packet compared to the minimum hop path available in the network, averaged
over all successfully delivered packets. The transmission cost is the ratio of total number of times
that copies of the packet get transmitted in the course of successful delivery of the packet to the
number of transmissions in the minimum hop path, averaged over all successfully delivered packets.
It is a measure of the energy costs of the algorithm.
While face tree traversal-based approaches are guaranteed to deliver the packets, flooding3

based approaches may fail in some cases. On the other hand, flooding can be expected to have
much better stretch factor. These general trends are confirmed by our experimental results. The
surprising findings of our experiments are listed below:
• Flooding-based algorithms show an interesting behavior whereby the delivery rate first decreases and then increases as the uncertainty radius increases. We give an explanation for
this in Section 3.
• A simple augmentation of flooding, that we call Extended SN Flooding , achieves very
high delivery rate, at the same time as achieving very low stretch factor, and a drastically
reduced transmission cost.
• While the accepted wisdom is that flooding is very resource-inefficient, and would have a
high transmission cost, our results show that some variations of the face tree approach, including the version given in [5] have a very high transmission cost as well. Indeed, there is
considerable overlap between the transmission cost profiles of the two approaches. In particular, the cheapest algorithms among the ones studied are Extended SN Flooding and SN
Flooding , while the two most expensive algorithms are face-tree based algorithms.
• The difference between geocasting and Route-U is highlighted by the fact that a technique
that provably improves the performance for geocasting appears to degrade the performance
for Route-U.
• The original face tree based approach is memoryless as compared to the flooding-based approaches which require a constant amount of routing state at nodes. However, an obvious
modification of Face Tree that uses extra memory does not yield much benefit. In particular, its performance is still worse than the best flooding approach in our experiments.

Organization of the paper
In Section 2, we present the algorithms we propose to study in this paper. Section 3 gives our
experimental results, and we conclude with some discussion in Section 4.

2

The Algorithms

In this section, we describe several algorithms to solve the problem Route-U(s, d, p, r). We assume
that the network can be represented by a unit disk graph (UDG). For convenience, we refer to the
circle of radius r centered at p as the uncertainty circle and r as the uncertainty radius. All our
algorithms have two phases. In the first phase, we attempt to reach any node in the uncertainty
circle. Any algorithm can be used for this; in our experiments, we use the GFG algorithm proposed
by [5] to solve the problem Route(s, d, p). We follow the path given by this algorithm until we
reach a node, say q, inside the uncertainty circle. In the second phase, we attempt to find a path
from q to d, using either a face tree traversal based approach or a flooding-based approach as
described below.

2.1

Face Tree Traversal Approaches

The geocasting algorithm given in [5] employs GFG routing on the problem Route(s, d, p) until
reaching a node inside the circle. At this point, it constructs a tree of all the faces intersecting and
contained in the region, and traverses the tree in depth first order as described in [1]. The traversal
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Figure 2: An example showing the face tree for a planar graph with (a, b) as the start edge. The
arrows moving from child to parent face, passing through the entry edges, represent the edges of
the face tree.
of the face tree is followed until returning back to the start edge. This algorithm can clearly be
used to solve the problem Route-U(s, d, p, r).
Since some of the variants of this algorithm that we describe depend on further details of the
face traversal algorithm, we give them here. We start with an arbitrary fixed point s" in the plane.
Every face has a unique entry edge, which is the edge that minimizes a certain function f over all
edges in the face. A first approximation of this function f is the distance from the edge to the
point s" . In [1], Bose and Morin define a relationship on the faces of the planar graph using the
entry edges. For any face f they define its parent f " as the other face that the entry edge for f
belongs to. Based on this relationship they define a face tree as the spanning tree of all the faces
of the graph. A traversal of the face tree then would result in visiting all the nodes in the graph.
An example showing the face tree of a planar graph can be seen in Figure 2.
Bose and Morin also give an innovative doubling approach to determine if a given edge e is the
entry edge. Essentially, starting with d = 1, we traverse d edges to the left of e, then 2d edges to
its right, and so on, until an edge e" is encountered such that f (e" ) < f (e) (which confirms that e is
not the entry edge), or until we are sure that all edges of the face have been seen (which confirms
that e is the entry edge).
We proceed to describe several variants of the above algorithm. All these algorithms utilize
only the edges of planar subgraph of the unit disk graph representing the network. In our simulations we use the Gabriel Graph algorithm [18] for planarization. This algorithm computes the
edges belonging to the planar subgraph incident on a given node in constant time using only local
information.
Doubling Face Tree
This is essentially the algorithm for geocasting given in [1], modified to stop as soon as the destination is encountered. To reduce the stretch factor, we make another slight change to the algorithm.
We store the entry edge for the current face in the packet once it is found. Hence, the entry edge
need not be computed again as long as we traverse the same face. For the example in Figure 2, the
faces are traversed in the order 1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 8, 3, 2, 5, 2, 1, 6, 7, 6, 1. This algorithm is memoryless
with a complexity of O(n log n) where n is the number of nodes in the network.
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Figure 3: An example where the path taken by Doubling Face Tree is much longer than that
taken by DFS Face Tree .
DFS Face Tree
In the DFS Face Tree algorithm, the faces of the planar graph are traversed in the same order
as in the Doubling Face Tree algorithm. However, the entry edge computation is different.
In the DFS Face Tree algorithm, to determine if a given edge is the entry edge, we simply do
a left-hand based traversal of the entire face. As in Doubling Face Tree , we store the entry
edge for the current face in the packet to avoid doing the same computation a second time. This
algorithm is also memoryless but has a complexity of O(n2 ).
Interestingly, as our experimental results show, there are many situations where DFS Face
Tree has smaller stretch factor than Doubling Face Tree . The reason is that DFS Face
Tree can sometimes end up encountering the actual destination while simply doing its entry edge
computation, which involves traversing the entire face. Note that when used for geocasting, DFS
Face Tree can never have a better performance than Doubling Face Tree .
An example of this phenomenon is shown in Figure 3. The start edge is (q, r). DFS Face
Tree finds the destination d while checking if (q, v) is an entry edge for face 4, while visiting face
2. On the other hand, Doubling Face Tree quickly determines that (q, v) is not the entry edge
for face 4, therefore visits face 2 then returns to face 1 then visits face 3 then returns to face 1 and
now while checking if edge (u, q) is an entry edge for the opposite face it finds the destination d.
For this example, the length of the path found by Doubling Face Tree is 56 hops while that
found by DFS Face Tree is 14 hops.

6

Mark Entry Edge Face Tree
In this version of face tree traversal, faces are traversed in the same order as in Doubling Face
Tree , but the entry edge computation is different. In the Mark Entry Edge Face Tree algorithm, every time we enter a new face, we find the entry edge in the face and mark it. This
means the next time we enter the face, we do not need to do the entry edge computation, which
potentially decreases the number of hops required. Hence, as shown in Figure 2, when the packet
returns to face 3 from face 4, the entry edge for the face has already been computed and saved.
This is unlike the Doubling Face Tree and the DFS Face Tree algorithms where the entry
edge will need to be computed again. The entry edge for face 3 is computed when face 3 is entered
for the first time through face 2. In the Mark Entry Edge Face Tree algorithm, first-time
entry edge computation is done in the same way as in the DFS Face Tree algorithm, that is, by
traversing the entire face. The marking of the edges requires storing of constant memory routing
state at the nodes. The complexity of this algorithm is O(n).
BFS Face Tree
In this algorithm, the face tree is traversed in breadth first order. This requires an extra storage of
one bit (to keep track of visited nodes) and a queue at every node. Hence the algorithm requires
non-constant memory routing state at the nodes. For the example in Figure 2. the faces are
traversed in the order 1, 2, 1, 6, 1, 2, 3, 2, 5, 2, 1, 6, 7, 6, 1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 8, 3, 2, 1.
#-Face Tree
This is a parallelized version of the Face Tree algorithm. While traversing a face, if a given edge
is the entry edge for the opposite face, then another copy of the packet is spawned to explore that
face. Each packet continues the traversal until either finding the destination or until completing
the traversal of a face. The algorithm is memoryless. For the example in Figure 2, first face 1 is
traversed, then faces 2 and 6 in parallel, then faces 3 and 5 in parallel, and finally faces 7, 4 and 8
in parallel.

2.2

Flooding-based approaches

In all the flooding-based algorithms, we follow the same path as GFG routing on the problem
Route(s, d, p), until a node inside the region is reached. This node then broadcasts the packet to
all its 1-hop neighbors. Any node receiving this packet broadcasts it if and only if it lies inside
the region. Any further copies of the packet are ignored. In all the flooding-based approaches, a
unique identifier corresponding to the packet to be flooded must be stored at each node, to prevent
re-transmission of the same packet ad infinitum. This requires a per packet constant memory of
routing state to be maintained at the nodes. Also, in flooding-based algorithms, unlike the face
tree traversal-based algorithms, all the edges in the unit disk graph can be traversed.
AN Flooding
We call the basic algorithm described above All-neighbor (AN) Flooding.
SN Flooding
The difference between Subset Neighbor (SN) Flooding and AN Flooding is that nodes inside the
region, instead of broadcasting the packet to all 1-hop neighbors, forward it to only a subset of 1hop neighbors whose neighbors in turn include all 2-hop neighbors of the original node. Computing
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Figure 4: An example where SN Flooding within the uncertainty circle fails but AN Flooding succeeds.
a minimal subset of such 1-hop neighbors is known to be an NP-complete problem for arbitrary
graphs, but its complexity for unit disk graphs is unknown [19]. Hence we use a greedy algorithm
to compute the subset: we iteratively select a 1-hop neighbor that covers the maximum number of
2-hop neighbors not yet covered, and terminates when all 2-hop neighbors have been covered. Note
that only the 2-hop neighbors inside the uncertainty region are considered in the algorithm.
The SN Flooding algorithm reduces the transmission cost by restricting flooding of packets,
however, it fails to deliver the packet in some situations where AN Flooding succeeds. As seen
in Figure 4, the packet for the problem Route-U(s, d, p, r) is not sent to t, the 2-hop neighbor of
r, since only 2-hop neighbors inside the uncertainty region are considered by the SN Flooding algorithm. Hence, the packet is not delivered to d. Note that in all the face tree traversal-based and
flooding-based algorithms, a packet is directly delivered to the destination if the destination is a
1-hop neighbor of the current node. Now, in contrast to SN Flooding , in AN Flooding all
nodes inside the region flood to all their neighbors. Hence, the packet will be sent to t which in
turn will deliver it to d, its 1-hop neighbor.
Extended AN Flooding
In order to discover paths to the destination, we extend the region of flooding by a constant value in
this algorithm. Extended AN Flooding on the problem Route-U(s, d, p, r) is identical to flooding
on the problem Route-U(s, d, p, r + λ) where λ is the transmission radius of nodes. Therefore, in
Figure 1, the packet will be sent to nodes l and t thereby reaching the destination d.
Extended SN Flooding
In this algorithm, we extend the uncertainty radius of SN Flooding . That is, Extended SN
Flooding on the problem Route-U(s, d, p, r) is the same as SN Flooding on the problem RouteU(s, d, p, r + λ).
8

3

Simulation results

To evaluate the relative performance of these algorithms we will consider their packet delivery
rates, stretch factors, and transmission costs. We first describe our simulation environment, and
then describe and interpret our results, comparing our algorithms with each other.

3.1

Simulation Environment

In the simulation experiments, a set S of n points (where n ∈ {75, 100, 125}) is randomly generated
on a rectangle of 800m by 700m. For the transmission range λ of nodes, we use 120m. After
generating G = UDG(S), a source and destination node is randomly chosen. If there is no path
from s to d in UDG(S), the graph is discarded; otherwise, all routing algorithms are applied on G.
This process is repeated for 100 node-pairs on each graph, and then for 1000 graphs. The delivery
rate is the percentage of packets that get transmitted successfully to the destination on a valid
graph. The stretch factor is the number of hops taken by a packet compared to the minimum hop
path available in the network, averaged over all successfully delivered packets. The transmission
cost is the ratio of total number of times that copies of the packet get transmitted in the course of
successful delivery of the packet to the number of transmissions in the minimum hop path, averaged
over all successfully delivered packets.

3.2

Face tree traversal-based algorithms

The graphs in Figure 3.2, 3.2, and 3.2 present the results for face tree traversal-based algorithms
for 75, 100 and 125 nodes respectively.
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Figure 5: Stretch factor and transmission cost for varying uncertainty radius. Simulation field 800 x 700. Number of nodes - 75. Radio range - 120
The delivery rate is 1 for all face tree traversal-based algorithms and is therefore not shown
here. The stretch factor of #-Face Tree is best followed by BFS Face Tree , DFS Face Tree ,
Mark Entry Edge Face Tree , which all have similar performance followed by Doubling Face
Tree which has the worst performance. While all others are quite close, the doubling algorithm’s
performance is significantly worse.
The stretch factor of all algorithms increases with increasing uncertainty radius, especially the
non-parallelized algorithms. This is because as the uncertainty radius increases, more and more of
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Figure 6: Stretch factor and transmission cost for varying uncertainty radius. Simulation field 800 x 700. Number of nodes - 100. Radio range - 120
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Figure 7: Stretch factor and transmission cost for varying uncertainty radius. Simulation field 800 x 700. Number of nodes - 125. Radio range - 120
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the graph is being searched using the face tree traversal method. In particular, there is a greater
chance of the exterior face being traversed.
Somewhat surprisingly, using marked bits does not help in reducing the stretch factor for smaller
values of uncertainty radius. At higher values of uncertainty radius, the Mark Entry Edge Face
Tree implementation starts to outperform all face tree traversal-based algorithms except #-Face
Tree .
The transmission cost of BFS Face Tree , Mark Entry Edge Face Tree , and DFS Face
Tree is much lower than that of #-Face Tree or Doubling Face Tree . For all algorithms, as
the number of nodes increases, the stretch factor and transmission cost both increase. In particular,
the transmission cost of #-Face Tree becomes intolerable.
We conclude that the performance of DFS Face Tree , BFS Face Tree , and Mark Entry
Edge Face Tree are all similar, and they use the least energy, while #-Face Tree achieves the
best stretch factor.

Flooding-based algorithms
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Figure 8: Delivery rate, stretch factor and transmission cost for varying uncertainty radius. Simulation field - 800 x 700. Number of nodes - 75. Radio range - 120
The graphs in Figure 3.3, 3.3, and 3.3 present the results for flooding-based algorithms for 75,
100 and 125 nodes respectively.
It is interesting to note that all flooding-based algorithms have a dip in the delivery rate at
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around r = 2λ where λ is the transmission radius of nodes. This can be explained by the following
observation. When r ≤ λ/2, all nodes in the uncertainty circle are directly connected to each
other, therefore flooding must succeed (this is confirmed by the experiments). Similarly, when the
uncertainty radius is large enough that the entire field is contained in the uncertainty circle, flooding
is guaranteed to succeed, since we only use connected graphs. However, as the uncertainty radius
increases from λ/2, the chance of having two disconnected components inside the uncertainty circle
first increases, and then again decreases as the number of nodes inside the circle increases.
Extended AN Flooding improves the delivery rate, but cannot guarantee delivery for all
values of uncertainty radius, though always over 95
The stretch factor is almost the same for all flooding-based approaches. The stretch factor is in
general very good, always less than 1.25, and exactly 1 for uncertainty radius >= 5λ. Note that the
stretch factor of the route found in the second phase is exactly 1 for AN Flooding and Extended
AN Flooding; the shortest path may not be found in the first phase where GFG is being used.
As the uncertainty radius increases, the part of the path which is constructed in the first phase
is proportionally smaller; this explains why the stretch factor decreases as the uncertainty radius
increases as seen in Figure 3.3, 3.3, and 3.3. Also, the stretch factor decreases as the number of
nodes increases; this is in line with the well-known behavior of GFG.
The transmission cost of SN Flooding and Extended SN Flooding are similar and much
lower than other flooding based approaches. The cost of AN Flooding is higher, and the cost of
Extended AN Flooding is even higher.
Extended SN flooding appears to achieve a good balance between delivery rate and transmission
cost.

3.4

Comparison between two approaches

It is clear that the flooding-based approaches have much better stretch factor than the face-tree
approaches. However, many of the face tree-based algorithms examined here are memoryless, and
as such are not comparable to the flooding-based algorithms, which all require routing state to
be maintained at nodes. The interesting finding is that storing routing state as in Mark Entry
Edge Face Tree does not seem to improve the stretch factor except when the uncertainty is very
high.
Flooding is known to be resource-inefficient. However, our experiments show that the transmission cost of AN Flooding, the most expensive algorithm in the flooding-based class, while
worse than most of the face tree based approaches, is not significantly higher, and indeed, is better
than the #-Face Tree and Doubling Face Tree algorithms. At the other end, the transmission
costs of SN Flooding and Extended SN Flooding are lower than the cheapest Face-tree algorithm. Thus, making minor adjustments to the basic flooding algorithm results in greatly reduced
transmission cost while not sacrificing the delivery rate or the stretch factor. Meanwhile, the high
stretch factor of the face-tree based approaches also translates to a high transmission cost.

4

Discussion

In conclusion, if marked bits are not practical, or if guaranteed delivery is required, then DFS
Face Tree would seem to be best approach, but otherwise, Extended SN Flooding would be
the best choice.
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